
PHYSIO GENERATES 397 SALES CALLS 
IN 30 DAYS WITH PPC
Total Physio owns and operates fifteen physiotherapy clinics in the UK. They 
treat people with conditions that are eased with physiotherapy, or those with 
injuries that require physiotherapy for healing.

For advice, Total Physio approached Dan Roche at Aquire, a Pay Per Click 
Management Agency, as they wanted to generate sales calls that would result in 
more clients visiting their clinics.

In order to see quick results, it was suggested they start with Pay Per Click (PPC) 
marketing.

When we advised the client that PPC would be the best method to achieve their 
immediate goals, they were sceptical. 

They had come to believe that PPC was a waste of money after their bad 
experience with previous agencies who were expensive and did not produce the 
desired results.

Because of their previous poor experience, Total Physio were under the 
impression that the costs were going to be high and the return would not be 
worth the spend.
However, they were persuaded into a trial period. 

Attract eyeballs online through PPC advertising in order to generate calls 
from prospective clients that would result in more foot traffic to their clinics 
in the UK.

The Challenge

The trial period launched in January 2020 but with the sudden dramatic arrival 
of Covid 19 in March, the campaign was paused and re-activated in July. 

While the client’s competitors were distracted with the pandemic, the market 
was less competitive, which meant that advertising costs came down. We were 
in a prime position to take market share.

Our approach was uncomplicated: we kept the account structure simple, so that 
our client’s ads appeared for keywords that were relevant to the business in the 
locations they serviced in a specific geographical area.

The Approach

The goal was simple:

The Goal



Total Physio was a very receptive client, and very interested in what was going 
on, which helped with daily monitoring and adjustments. 

This was the result:

The Results

The results were positive, and the client satisfied, so our plans going forward 
look like this:

Next Steps

The average daily client calls generated via PPC was 12

The average cost per client call was £3.25

20.84% of the clicks resulted in calls to the clinics. This percentage is
17.09% more than the average across all industries, which according 
to Spyfu, is about 3.75%.

‘Dan has been great since the start. 
Extremely helpful and always on hand to 
explain our performance. We look forward 
to scaling Total Physio in the coming year 
and PPC has a big part to play’ 
Simon Reece, Operations Director, Total Physio

We’ll add more clinics to the account as they re-open

We’ll include more niche “injury” keywords into the ads in order to target 
more people with specific injuries that we can treat.

For the trial period, we used manually run campaigns, but going forwards, 
we’ll move to semi-automated campaigns which uses Machine Learning 
to improve performance


